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Absurdism, one of the most exciting and creative movements in the modern theater, is a 

term applied to a particular type of realistic drama which has absorbed theater audiences and 

critics for the past three decades. One specific area, appropriately labeled "Theatre of the 

Absurd" by the American critic Martin Esslin in the 1960's, offers its audience an existentialist 

point of view of the outside world and forces them to consider the meaning of their existence in a 

world where there appears to be no true order or meaning. Inching ever closer to a realistic 

representation of life, the evolution of absurdist drama from Samuel Beckett to Tom Stoppard 

brings a new focus to absurdism and expands the role of philosophy and metaphor in theatrical 

drama. 

Therefore, the goal of absurdist drama is not solely to depress audiences with negativity, 

but an attempt to bring them closer to reality and help them understand their own "meaning" in 

life, whatever that may be. Samuel Beckett's understanding of this philosophy best characterizes 

how we should perceive our existence as he says, "Nothing is more real than nothing." 

Beckett's most popular absurdist play, Waiting ForGodot, is one of the first examples critics 

point to when talking about the Theatre of the Absurd. Written and first performed in French in 

1954, Godot had an enormous impact on theatergoers due to its strange and new conventions. 

Consisting of an essentially barren set, with the exception of a virtually leafless tree in the 

background, clown-like tramps, and highly symbolic language, Godot challenges its audience to 

question all of the old rules and to try to make sense of a world that is incomprehensible. At the 

heart of the play is the theme of "coping" and "getting through the day" so that when tomorrow 

comes we can have the strength to continue.  

       Structurally, Godot is a two-act play which is primarily cyclical. It begins with two lonely 

tramps on a roadside who are awaiting the arrival of a figure referred to as Godot and ends with 

the same premise. Many critics have concluded that Act Two is simply a repeat of Act One. In 

other words, Vladimir and Estragon may forever be "waiting for Godot." We are never given an 

answer to their predicament. As an audience, we can only watch them do the same things, listen 

to them say the same things, and accept the fact that Godot may or may not come. Much like 

them, we are stuck in a world where our actions dictate our survival. We may search for an 

answer or a meaning to our existence, but we most likely will never find it. Anthony Jenkins 

writes, "there can be no answers; Godot may or may not exist and may or may not arrive; we 

know no more about him than do Vladimir and Estragon"(40). Thus, this play is structurally 

arranged in such a way as to make us believe that Godot will probably never come, and that we 

must accept the uncertainty of life.  
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       The two main characters, Vladimir and Estragon, spend their days reliving their past 

trying to make sense of their existence, and even contemplate suicide as a form of escape. As 

characters, however, they are the prototypical absurdist figures who remain detached from the 

audience. They essentially lack identities and their vaudeville mannerisms, particularly when it 

comes to contemplating their suicides, has a more comic effect on the audience than a tragic one. 

This is perhaps best observed in the beginning scene of the play when they contemplate hanging 

themselves:  

VLADIMIR: What do we do now?  

ESTRAGON: Wait.  

VLADIMIR: Yes, but while waiting.  

ESTRAGON: What about hanging ourselves?  

VLADIMIR: Hmm. It'd give us an erection.  

ESTRAGON: (highly excited). An erection! (12)  

      What follows is a discussion of who should hang themselves first. Vladimir suggests 

Estragon go first since he is lighter and therefore won't break the bough and leave the other one 

alone and alive. The conversation continues:  

ESTRAGON: (with effort). Gogo light- bough not break- Gogo dead. Didi heavy- bough break- 

Didi alone. Whereas-  

VLADIMIR: I hadn't thought of that.  

ESTRAGON: If it hangs you it'll hang anything.  

VLADIMIR: But am I heavier than you?  

ESTRAGON: So you tell me. I don't know. There's an even chance. Or nearly. 

VLADIMIR: Well? What do we do?  

ESTRAGON: Don't let's do anything. It's safer.  

VLADIMIR: Let's wait and see what he says.  

ESTRAGON: Who?  

VLADIMIR: Godot.  

ESTRAGON: Good idea. (13)  

      This comical scene, replete with the image of death, ends up making the audience laugh 

rather than take the two tramps seriously. And, the fact that Estragon and Vladimir choose to not 

hang themselves suggests a much more existentialist, absurdist view of death and a less tragic 

one.  

      What remains archetypal in Godot concerning the absurdist metaphor is the way in which 

each character relies on the other for comfort, support, and most of all, meaning. Vladimir and 

Estragon desperately need one another in order to avoid living a lonely and meaningless life. The 

two together functions as a metaphor for survival. Like the characters who proceed and follow 

them, they feel compelled to leave one another, but at the same time compelled to stay together.  

      At the end of Act One, Vladimir and Estragon discuss their partnership, saying:  

ESTRAGON: Wait! (He moves away from Vladimir.) I sometimes wonder if we wouldn't have 

been better off alone, each one for himself. (He crosses the stage and sits down on the mound.) 

We weren't made for the same road.  

VLADIMIR: (without anger). It's not certain.  

ESTRAGON: No, nothing is certain.  

Vladimir slowly crosses the stage and sits down beside Estragon.  

VLADIMIR: We can still part if you think it would be better.  

Silence. 
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ESTRAGON: No, it's not worth while now.  

Silence. (35-36)  

      The same conversation takes place again at the end of Act Two:  

ESTRAGON: Didi.  

VLADIMIR: Yes.  

ESTRAGON: I can't go on like this.  

VLADIMIR: That's what you think.  

ESTRAGON: If we parted that might be better for us.  

VLADIMIR: We'll hang ourselves to-morrow. (Pause).Unless Godot comes. 

ESTRAGON: And if he comes?  

VLADIMIR: We'll be saved. (61)  

     

Theplay opens with the character Estragon battling to take off his boot, who inevitably 

surrenders, murmuring, "nothing to be done"2. His companion Vladimir consumes the thought 

and muses on it, the suggestion being that 'nothing is a thing that must be done' and this pair is 

set to use whatever is left of the day doing it. The point when Estragon at long last succeeds in 

uprooting his boot, he looks and feels inside yet finds nothing, only preceding this, Vladimir 

checks his hat and this theme repeats all through the play. (Beckett 207). 

In Existential writing ,characters are constrained to answer the existential inquiries by 

being compelled into utterly futile scenarios. The supposed "Existential Hero" is he or she who 

can will, or make, his or her importance in these foolish, bound scenarios, then after that still 

enactment in understanding to an interior ethics. The Existential Failure or screw-up, or failure, 

conversely, is he or she who is incapacitated by the scenario or his or her own particular 

keenness and unable to ascent above triviality. 

Likewise, in Beckett's "Waiting For Godot" the characters are gotten in silly theoretical 

scenarios where they are continually sitting tight for intending to touch base (fit as a fiddle of 

Godot = God) or they squander their opportunity attempting to reply to the inquiry "what does 

everything mean?" (Existential literature and film). 

Samuel Beckett's works have been recognized as a representation of individuals' state of 

mind and the good for nothing ridiculousness of the human condition. The hopeless state of life 

in the present,the steady deliberation to make it productive and the flop to succeed in this is 

depicted in Waiting for Godot. 

 The play has been named as one of the major samples in post-innovator symbolization 

which demonstrates the 'collapsing of reality', the starting focuses for the 'theatre of the absurd'. 

The understandings of the play are shifted, and they all rely on upon the single gathering of 

people's perspective.  The play gives profound knowledge into the human condition, and reflects 

a mirror to the crowd which makes them ask, is this me and my existence circumstances. 

After the Second World War, a profound emergency of thoughts in Europe forced 

individuals to re-examine accepted planet sees and general qualities. The French post-war 

existentialism and the expositive expression of the silly are two of the most huge results of the 

European philosophical and artistic patterns of that time, and Samuel Beckett's play "Waiting for 

Godot "(1949) was the first to carry the existential plan and style to the theatre scene. This study 

prescribes an investigation of this play as conveying the existential skeptical thought that 

includes the thought of God's nonexistence. The play likewise passes on an additional existential 

thought that the issue of God's being all things considered is of a minor essentialness for a mere 

mortal. The examination is a nearby perusing of the content of Beckett's play in the perspective 
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of some crucial principals of the existential philosophical idea figured by Jean-Paul Sartre in his 

established function "Existentialism Is a Humanism" (1946). 

No doubt,Waiting for Godot deals with the theme of despair.It deals with man who 

continues existing because he happens to exist. The tramps go on waiting for something,they go 

on waiting for death.But the play is not a traditionally existential play. Inspite of their inaction 

and the pointlessness of their existence,the two tramps still want to go on.Ultimately they go on 

living,because they happen to exist and because existence does not know of any other alternative 

but to exist.The two heroes, however,are of the view thatlife must have a meaning even in an 

evidently meaningless situation.The whole background reminds of man’s loneliness and 
alienation. There is suffering,agony,anxiouswait,futility and all sorts of absurdity.Man is baffled 

at his existence, at his transitoriness and that his existence therefore is futile, man must end as 

soon as possible.These existential overtures too make the play an absurdist drama.So from the 

point of view of structure,theme, motif,characters, atmosphere,setting and language we find the 

play an absurdist one. 
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